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Modern Unique Treats to Give Your Oven a BreakThis new take on mix, place and refrigerate takes

no-bake treats to another level with indulgent flavors. Go beyond traditional desserts with Julianne

Bayerâ€™s easy-to-follow recipes that span over many categories with distinctive and contemporary

takes on classics that are bound to please any palate. Create exceptional flavors with desserts such

as Sâ€™mores Lasagna, Peanut Butter and Banana Icebox Cake, Brownie Batter Cheesecake,

Coconut Lime Cookie Truffles and Dulce De Leche Pie.Wow your friends and family with

extraordinary desserts that pack a punch of flavor without complicated ingredients or tricky cooking

techniques.
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I am absolutely in love with this cookbook!! Living in Phoenix, AZ where summer temperatures can

reach 115Ã‚Â° F. the less I turn the oven on, the better. Julianne's cookbook has a variety of

recipes that will appeal to everyone. Whether you're a chocolate, lemon, mint or fruit lover there are

recipes for you plus so much more. Each recipe has a gorgeous photo to go along with it making it

even more difficult to decide which to make first.I made the Hot Mess Nutella Snickers Cheesecake

and it was phenomenal! My family loved the combination of the Oreo crust, Nutella filling, salted

caramel, Snickers, peanut and whipped cream. It's definitely a dessert we won't soon

forget!Julianne's recipes are easy to follow, and I love that she's also included a tips and tool

section. From the crust to the whipped cream to the garnish, she'll make sure that you're using and

preparing the ingredients the right way to make your dessert perfect.This is one cookbook I know

that I'll be using over and over again. I've been excited to share it with others because I know they'll



love it just as much as I do!

This book is not only beautiful to look at but contains some awesome recipes! I had the privilege of

helping test a few of the recipes and could not wait until the book was completed! On hot summer

days like we are experiencing here in Wisconsin right now, I appreciate a book that contains

delicious recipes that will not heat up the kitchen! The recipes are easy to follow and manageable

for even beginners. Enjoy - I know I will!!

This book is FANTASTIC!!!! I am a baker and this book has become one of my favorite books. The

recipes are so much fun to make and they are absolutely delicious!!!!! There is a colored photo for

every recipe. Julianne includes a chapter at the end of the book entitled "Helpful tips and tools"

which is excellent and informative. I have never been so excited about a baking book. I highly

recommend this book!!!

I just got my cookbook, but I had the pleasure of being a part of the recipe testing when Julianne

was creating her cookbook. This is a completely unbiased review...I only know Julianne from

reading her blog and volunteering to help test a few recipes. So not only did this cookbook turn out

visually stunning, but the recipes are wonderful!! I have made the champagne cranberry

cheesecake (loved by all who ate it), grasshopper pie (easy and great mint flavor- feeds a crowd),

raspberry margarita tart (delicious), pumpkin mousse pie (husband said it was THE BEST crust ever

and delicious pie), no churn espresso bean ice cream (my 9-year old stepson still declares this as

his favorite ice cream EVER) and a few more recipes but I think you get the hint. So excited to try all

the recipes in this cookbook. You definitely won't regret buying this book and it's nice to have a book

dedicated to not using the oven (as I sit here in the 106-degree California summer heat)!!

Every recipe looks delicious. I made the ultimate Oreo birthday cheesecake and it looked just like

the picture. It also tasted wonderful and had everyone raving about it. I can't wait to make more of

the recipes! Very happy with this book!

Imaginative recipes with great instructions and full pictures of end results -already made one recipe

for a special BBQ (came out delicious) - well worth having for easydelicious desserts to make on a

hot summer day!



Love this book! Has great, easy recipes to make... especially when you're in a heat wave! I would

definitely recommend this if you want to make impressive looking desserts.

Creative, delicious, and easy to follow recipes! Perfect for the summer or when you just don't feel

like baking.
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